number 20,000 fighting men, and many others joined forces
with them: he fed, so they say, 300 guests daily at his table,
and kept half a million tomans in gold together with Ms five
wives in the castle. I met his sister-in-law at Alishtar, a
young woman educated in Teheran with no sympathy for
the tribes, and she told me her despair when they brought
her to live up here, with no doctor to attend to her when she
fell ill, with no one but the wild tribeswomen to talk to, and
with no prospect of ever getting away.
The government finally decided to finish Mir Ali Khan. It
sent an Armenian friend of his, called Sangari Garkhan, to
join in some small expedition against a neighbouring potentate.
The campaign was successful, and the two were riding back
side by side over the Khurramabad Pass into Alishtar, when
the Armenian suddenly turned on his ally: the government
troops he had with him closed in and shackled Mir Ali Khan
and hurried him off, before his men could rally, to Khurrama-
bad, where he was instantly hanged. Meanwhile the Armen-
ian entered the fort as a friend, took possession in the Shah's
name, and proceeded to overrun and disarm the plains of
Alishtar and Khava and to destroy any building that could
ever be turned into a fortress. These ruins are still visible
here and there. He was rewarded by being made Governor,
but has since come to a bad and suitable end.
So our guide told us, as we jingled leisurely over the -wide
cultivated plain, crossing branches of the Kahman stream at
intervals and gradually drawing nearer to the hills of the
eastern edge and the range where the Kahman rises " in a
grove of trees like Paradise," they say.
It was a warmer climate than Khava, with rice and opium
poppies in the ground, and reeds in the water where a pale-
yefiow water-snake darted its head at us. In the stubble-fields
grew quantities of small arum flowers, dark red and close to
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